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Review 

In the greeting, Paul provides a gracious hello but then proceeds into admonishment. In the 
greeting, there are four major points of doctrine: 

1. A statement about Paul’s commission and authority 
2. Grace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 
3. Peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ 
4. The basis of our grace and peace is the sacrificial atonement of Jesus Christ 

After the greeting, Paul immediately admonishes the churches of Galatia with bewilderment 
because they have abandoned the Father Who calls them by the grace of Christ.  

They have accepted a “heteros” gospel that is contrary to that which was already proclaimed 
to them by Paul. Anyone that comes to them proclaiming a gospel contrary to Paul’s is to be 
anathema. 

This is letting go of these false proclaimers and placing them into God’s hands. This 
means that they were to separate themselves from those who proclaim a false gospel. 

Galatians 1:10 

Paul links Galatians 1:6-9 to 1:11-2:21 with a verse that has a simple truth. Paul states that 
having the priority of pleasing men is incompatible with pleasing God. In a combative 
manner, Paul makes a definitive point.  

Am I seeking the favor of men or God? 

Favor - πείθω peithō – this word means to be persuaded or to persuade. This is a unique 
grammatical structure, but this semantical meaning must remain. The semantical range 
includes believe, as in being fully persuaded (Matthew 27:43; 2Corinthians 1:9). In 
Galatians, this does not mean to seek favor; rather this is, “do I believe men or God?”  

This is a great question for all of us. What is our influence? What will dictate our beliefs, 
our goals, our values, and our activity? It is for this reason we currently maintain that 
which was started 60 years ago; do not believe me, believe God; believe the text (Acts 
17:10-12). 

Or am I seeking to please men? – This is an accurate word-for-word translation.  

Please - ἀρέσκω areskō - to act in a fawning manner; to give pleasure/satisfaction; to act 
in an accommodating manner. This word speaks to either intent of an action or the reality 
of what the action produced. 

The context will determine whose interests are in view, and it is obvious in Galatians 
1:10. Speaking and acting in a way that is pleasing to the Lord is an obvious goal for 
believers who desire to honor God (Ephesians 6:5-8). 
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Paul’s intent and activity are designed to please God above all, but he also works to 
please men as long as it is not contrary to pleasing God (Rom 15:1-3; 1Cor 10:31-33). 

If I were still trying to please men, then I would not be a bondservant of Christ. 

In this context, Paul is contrasting the prioritization of the two goals. 

This gets to the heart of the matter. Being Christ-focused, saying and doing what He 
wants, will cause a division in the world. It should not be among believers, but even if all 
men reject the truth, Paul will never forsake Jesus.   

Bondservant - δοῦλος doulos – slave as an entity in a socioeconomic context, one who is 
solely committed to another. To be a “doulos” of another means that whatever he says is 
final. There is no contrasting view. Being a “dulos” of Christ means that no other person 
has more influence than the will of Jesus (1 Corinthians 7:21-23). 

In the following context, there are several subpoints to make in regard to who has no sway 
over him. Paul is a bond-servant of Jesus Christ even in light of other men (1:11), fellow 
Jews (1:14), apostles (1:17), Peter, James, and John (2:6-10); Peter specifically (2:11).  

When we read the next section, we love the theological focal points, but we forget why this is 
here. With this history comes one specific truth: Paul has the commission and authority of 
Jesus Christ to establish the clear and precise gospel.   

Galatians 1:11-17  

In my outline, I approached 1:11-2:21 from an apologetic and theological focus. But in 
teaching this section, I will address this passage historically with side steps into theology.  

By the end of Galatians 2, I hope to provide a timeline for those who want one. 

Three timeframes are addressed in this section in view of the life of Paul. 

1. Paul prior to belief through 3 years after believing (1:13-17) 
2. Paul from year 3 through year 14 after believing (1:18-24) 
3. Paul in the current day (2:1-21) 

In verses 11-12, we have the premise for the historical review.  

The gospel which is preached by me –  

It is important to distinguish here that Paul is not saying that the content of the gospel is 
different from what the apostles were proclaiming. 

There is a nuance that is unique to Paul, but it does not contradict the apostles, and later, 
the apostles come into conformity with the revelation of God given to Paul. 
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Not according to man –  

The word man is singular and is understood as mankind. He did not make it up, and there 
were no human contributors to the content of his message. 

Verse 12 emphasizes this point. Had Paul received it from one of the apostles, what 
would that mean? Paul would have been sent by men, appointed by men, and the 
authority that he had would have been borrowed.   

For Paul to be able to go out to an unknown people and give the gospel without an 
objective source takes authority that cannot be given by man.  

For Paul to stand up to false messages and false teachers takes an authority that cannot 
come from man. Paul would have no recourse to fight against a false gospel other than to 
appeal to Peter, James, and John. 

From man I did not receive nor was taught –  

The two verbs refer back to “from man.” Paul was taught the message, but it was by 
revelation  

Revelation - ἀποκάλυψις apokalypsis - to cause something to be fully known, especially of 
divine revelation of certain transcendent secrets (The Truth). 

There are two ways to know the truth: either to know all facts for all time and then 
distinguish what is true or false OR know someone who does and have them tell you. 

Man cannot know the truth by themselves because man is limited. Man is limited to time, 
location, and error (as well as the physical limitation of the flesh). 

Therefore, truth can only be true if revealed by God. If man is the one claiming the truth, it 
cannot be verified.  

Paul distinguishes himself from all other known apostles by attributing the origins of his 
ministry to a divine revelation.  

Paul distinguishes himself from other leaders by denying that he received the message as 
they had, through human means.  

Paul actually distinguishes himself from the gospel, characterizing it as something 
proclaimed by him and for which he was set apart.  

Paul takes numerous steps to make this a defense of the gospel message and not one about 
him. Paul is stating that to refute the message is to refute Jesus Christ and the Father. 

Conclusion 

Paul’s urgency and combative statements lead us to the premise that Paul is making. The 
good news message of Jesus Christ cannot be altered because it is not a matter of opinion 
or interpretation. The Truth is not arbitrary but is clear and objective. 


